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Our first Micro:bit Challenge

n To get the micro:bit to speak hieroglyphs
n What is hieroglyph?

n What is the Rosetta Stone? 

Why the letter ‘T’?
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Hieroglyphs and the Rosetta Stone

n The Rosetta stone was discovered in Egypt in 1799 and was key 
to reading Egyptian hieroglyphs. 

n The inscriptions on the Rosetta Stone was written in three 
different scrips: (a) Greek, (b) demotic and hieroglyphic.

n Initially the hieroglyphic inscription was considered to be a non-
phonetic and the symbols expressing ideas and thoughts.

n Many scholars were involved in the process of deciphering the 
hieroglyphic script. However, Thomas Young made significant 
discover and step by matching cartouche with letters of Greek 
spelling of Ptolemy he assigned sound values to hieroglyphs.

n However it was Jean-Francois Champollion who deduced that 
the two signs for ‘t’ were homophones, i.e. different signs with 
the same sound.



Block Editor

Programming using Block (just like Scratch)
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Block Editor

Click on Basic

Drag ‘show LEDs’
Into main space



Test your program

Press run arrow
to test your program

When you are happy with your
program  press compile
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Running your program on the 
device

n Now you have compiled the program it is now available to 
run on your micro:bit. Copy the  .hex file onto your micro:bit. 

n Some questions:
n What do you think compile means?

n How do you think the program is working?
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Writing a flashing program

Why do we use forever?

Why do we use pause?
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Create your own ‘Cartouche’ 

I wonder what name this is?

Cartouche – is a special word/name in hieroglyphs  that is framed 

You can design your own ‘cartouche’ using the grid sheets or just go straight  
onto the simulator
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Add some buttons?

n How do buttons work? What needs to happen?

Note: you can create any 
message
You can use either  “show LEDs’ 
or use strings

The button options are under
input
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A special ‘cartouche’
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Some extra challenges

n Can you design ‘Happy New Year’ message using emoji? 

n Can you add ‘on shake’ to change your message from ‘Happy 
New Year’ to ‘Happy Birthday’? 
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Finishing up

n How did we get the micro:bit to speak hieroglyphs?

n What programming concepts did we use?

n Do you think Hieroglyphs, emoji and micro:bits have 
anything in common? 
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5 by 5 Grids for designing your 
cartouche 


